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Abstract— Computing a motion that enables a mobile manip-
ulator to open a door is challenging because it requires tight
coordination between the motions of the arm and the base.
Hard-coding the motion, on the other hand, is infeasible since
doors vary widely in their sizes and types, some doors are
opened by pulling and others by pushing, and indoor spaces
often contain obstacles that limit the freedom of the mobile
manipulator and the degree to which the doors open up. In this
paper, we show how to overcome the high-dimensionality of the
planning problem by identifying a graph-based representation
that is small enough for efficient planning yet rich enough to
contain feasible motions that open doors. The use of graph
search-based motion planning enables us to handle consistently
the wide variance of conditions under which doors need to
be open. We demonstrate our approach on the PR2 robot -
a mobile manipulator with an omnidirectional base and a 7
degree of freedom arm. The robot was successful in opening a
variety of doors both by pulling and pushing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A robot that needs to navigate autonomously indoors must

be able to open doors. The ability to open doors widens

drastically the area that the robot can reach and increases its

utility significantly since it enables the robot to perform a

larger set of tasks. Opening doors autonomously has found

recent attention but still remains an unsolved problem for

several reasons: it is hard to identify precisely the position

and size of doors and handles, it is hard to autonomously

compute the right approach to grasping and manipulating

the handle, and finally it is hard to compute a coordinated

arm-base motion that opens the door wide enough for the

robot to navigate through it. In this paper, we concentrate on

addressing the last problem.

Opening a door using a mobile manipulation platform

typically involves tight coordination in between the motion of

the base and the motion of the arm. This makes the problem

high-dimensional and thus hard to plan for. On the other

hand, hard-coding motion plans a-priori is even harder due

to high variability in the conditions under which the doors

may need to be opened: doors vary in their sizes and types,

some doors are opened by pulling and others by pushing,

spaces around the doors may often contain obstacles (e.g.,

furniture) that limit how wide the doors open and the space

the robot can navigate in.

The contribution of this paper is that it proposes a novel

graph-based representation of this planning problem. This

representation offers a number of advantages. First, it can

be used to represent a wide range of environments with

arbitrary obstacles and varying door types and sizes. Second,

the representation encodes the non-holonomic constraints

of the base and allows us to find feasible arm motions

that correspond to the plans generated using this represen-

tation. Finally, being a graph-based representation it can

take advantage of the wide research on heuristic search-

based planning and in particular of anytime and incremental

searches suitable for planning and re-planning in partially-

known environments in real-time [1], [2]. We demonstrate

the effectiveness of our approach on the real mobile manip-

ulation platform, PR2 robot (Figure 1), by using it to open

autonomously a variety of doors, both the ones opened by

pulling and pushing.

Fig. 1. The PR2 robot pulling open a door.

A. Related Work

Door opening has recently found widespread attention.

There are two parts to the door opening problem: (a) de-

tecting and identifying doors and handles and (b) opening

the door. There has been extensive research into the task of

identifying doors and handles( [3]–[8]). Our door and handle

recognition system is built on the work in [9] where a laser

based perception was used to detect doors and handles in

an indoor office environment. The detection system is robust
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and provides complete information about the location of the

handle in a local frame attached to the door.

The actual task of opening doors has been addressed using

a variety of approaches dating back more than a decade [10],

[11]. In [12] a set of behaviors for reliably opening a variety

of doors are presented with over 87.5% success rate. The

approaches rely on using a force sensor to detect the position

of the handle on the door after which the door is pushed

open using the arm. However, no results were presented

for pulling doors open and the system was extremely slow

(on the order of a few minutes to open a single door).

In [13], a door opening approach using equilibrium point

control was presented that could detect, navigate towards

and push open doors in about 2 minutes. Again, no results

were presented for pulling doors open. In [8], a cartesian

impedance controller was used with a mobile manipulator

to push doors open. Again, there was no attempt at pulling

doors open. In [14], online estimation of the door model is

combined with a hybrid system model to open doors. In [15],

compliant control was used to open doors using a mobile

manipulator. In [16], the robot arm operated the door handle

to open the door. The base then drove through the door with

the arm extended out in front of the robot to push the door

open. No results were presented for opening doors by pulling

on them. In [17], a comprehensive door opening system was

presented that was able to open a series of doors consistently

without any failures. Reactive controllers were used in the

system to coordinate the motion of the arm and base with the

door. This system, however, dealt only with opening doors

by pushing them.

The approaches mentioned above do not carry out any

planning and neglect collision avoidance with the door or

with any part of the environment surrounding the door.

In particular, when pulling open doors in situations where

the mobile base of the robot has limited workspace, these

systems are likely to collide either with the environment or

with the door. Thus, planning for door opening is neces-

sary in situations where a purely reactive controller would

be unable to account for obstacles in the environment. A

few planning based approaches have been presented earlier.

In [18], a system for opening cabinet doors was presented

where the motion of the arm of a mobile manipulator was

explicitly planned using sampling based planners. However,

the base was kept stationary throughout the door opening.

This particular approach is not feasible with the robotic

platform we use in our experiments since the workspace of

the arm in front of the robot is not sufficient to open doors

from a static position in front of the door.

Our approach can open doors consistently both by pulling

or pushing doors open using a mobile manipulator. It ac-

counts for obstacles by building a representation of the

environment in realtime. The system accounts for collisions

between the base of the robot and the door. It also plans a

constrained path for the base to prevent collisions with ob-

stacles in the environment (including walls). The constraint

imposed on the base ensures that the door handle is always

within the reachable workspace of the arm.

B. Structure of the paper

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we

present the PR2 robot used as an experimental platform for

this task. We also present, in brief, the sensing systems that

form an essential part of the door opening task. In Section III,

we provide a system level description of our approach to

door opening. In Section IV, we provide details about the

motion planning approach used in this work. In Section V,

we provide details about the implementation of this planner

on a mobile manipulation platform and in Section VI, we

present experimental results.

II. HARDWARE

The PR2 is a two-armed robot with an omni-directional

base. It has an extensive sensor suite useful for mobile

manipulation including a tilting laser scanner mounted on

the head, two pairs of stereo cameras, an additional laser

scanner mounted on the base and an IMU mounted inside the

body. Encoders on each joint also provide continuous joint

angle information. Each arm also has an additional camera

mounted on the forearm. Each gripper has capacitive pressure

sensors that can be used to detect the pressure applied by the

gripper on an object.

Each arm has 7 degrees of freedom and the joints are

torque controlled thus allowing for soft, compliant control.

The extra degree of freedom allows the arm to achieve

Cartesian goals while still retaining a redundant degree

of freedom. This proves useful in extending the usable

workspace of the arm, especially in cluttered environments.

The base has four independently steered casters each of

which has two independently driven wheels. The base is thus

over-constrained and the different degrees of freedom must

be properly coordinated for control.

The two sensors used for this work include the base laser

and the scanning laser mounted on a tilting platform on

the head. The base laser is only planar and operates at

about ankle height above the ground but proves valuable

in creating a 2D representation of the world for navigation.

An additional planar laser is mounted on a tilting stage at

shoulder level on the robot. The tilting laser can be used

to create a complete 3D representation of the workspace in

front of the robot.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our approach to door opening has two components: (a) the

door and handle detection and (b) planning and executing the

door opening action. We use the approach described in [9]

for door and handle detection. Our approach to the actual

door opening task relies on a known model of the door.

The model need not be extremely accurate but must specify

the position of the handle of the door and its hinge in a

common reference coordinate frame. The door and handle

detection system [9] has access to a prior model of the door

including its position, direction of rotation and hinge location

from a topological database of the building. It utilizes this

information as an initial guess to further refine its estimate of

the door location, size and handle location using the tilting
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laser scanner mounted on the head. The output from the

door detection algorithm is thus a location for the handle

and door including an estimate of where the hinge of the

door is. This information, coupled with the rotation direction

specified in the apriori model of the door serves as the input

to the planning system used for door opening.

The door planning system utilizes the estimated door

model provided by perception to execute a series of sub-

tasks:

1) Move the base towards a position in front of the door

so that the arm can reach the handle

2) Reach out, grasp the handle and unlatch the door

3) Determine from the model whether the door needs to

be pushed or pulled open. Push or pull the door slightly

to initiate the opening action.

4) Plan a coordinated arm-base motion to open the door.

In the generated plan, the motion of the arm and base

are coupled to ensure that the handle of the door stays

within the reachable workspace of the arm, and the

motion generated for the base is free of collisions with

all obstacles including the door

5) If pulling the door open, check for collisions of the arm

with the door. If collisions are detected, prune the plan

until that point. Release the handle on one side of the

door and move the arm so that it can grasp the handle

on the other side of the door. This motion moves only

the arm and keeps the base of the robot stationary. The

motion of the arm must be collision-free.

6) If necessary, plan again the coordinated arm-base mo-

tion to complete the door opening process but this time

by pushing the door.

The last step gets invoked only if the door is opened by

pulling, requires re-grasping the handle from one side of the

door to another (i.e., re-grasping during step 5), and is not

yet open enough for clear passage.

We subdivide these tasks further into two sets: (a) the act

of reaching out and grasping the handle and opening the

door slightly and (b) the act of opening the door using a

coordinated motion of the base and the arm of the robot. The

task of grasping the handle is described in detail in [17] and

will not be discussed here. Instead, we will now describe in

detail the components necessary to achieve the coordinated

motion of the base and the arm to open the door.

Coordinated motion of the base and the arm is a difficult

task and requires careful planning and execution. An impor-

tant component of this task is the ability to generate collision-

free paths for the base of the robot in order to move in a

direction that allows for the door to open, a task that is further

complicated by the need to have the gripper holding the door

handle throughout this motion. Thus, the path of the base is

constrained by this requirement on the arm. In addition, the

goal for the motion of the base is not immediately obvious.

The only constraint on the goal is that the base should move

to a position where it can fully complete the door opening

task.

One approach to this task would be to use a whole body

planner to plan in the complete configuration space of the

robot, i.e. in the space of planar base motion and 7 degree of

freedom arm motion. The requirement that the gripper should

always be on the door handle necessitates the implementation

of a constrained planner that can deal with this constraint.

Planning a constrained task in such a high dimensional space

is computationally expensive.

Instead, we choose a lower-dimensional graph-based rep-

resentation that allows us to compute a collision-free motion

for the base of the robot that at any point of time keeps

the handle of the door within the arm’s reach. Given this

property of the generated motion, we can then use inverse

kinematics to compute the trajectory for the arm of the

robot that goes along with the motion generated for the base

and maintains the constraint that the gripper stays on the

handle of the door. This partitioning of the problem into

two planning spaces greatly reduces the computational efforts

required for planning. It allows our system to generate plans

for the task in very short times. We now describe in detail our

graph-based representation and how we search it for low-cost

motions.

IV. COORDINATED ARM-BASE MOTION PLANNING

The base of the robot must execute a motion that moves

it into a position where the door can be fully opened. There

are two constraints acting on the entire path of the base: (a)

the base cannot collide with any part of the environment and

(b) the motion of the base must allow the gripper to stay on

the handle so that the door can be pushed or pulled open by

the arm. Note that the final goal for the base motion is not

specified. The goal for the entire task, however, is to open

the door.

Our approach is based on a graph-based representation.

In the following we first describe how the graph itself is

formed. We then describe the cost function used to set up

the weights of the graph. We finish with the short description

of the graph search algorithm we use to search the graph for

low-cost solutions.

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the door intervals. Door interval
0 contains all door positions that do not collide with the base and are
connected to the fully closed door position. Door interval 1 contains all
door positions that do not collide with the base and are connected to the
fully open door position.
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Fig. 3. Door interval 0 and door interval 1 now overlap, allowing the door
to move freely between the fully open and fully closed positions.

A. Graph Representation

1) State Variables: We first consider a three dimensional

search space for the base representing the planar position de-

grees of freedom of the base (x, y, θ), where θ is the heading

of the base. Note that the goal for the task, i.e. opening the

door cannot be represented using this representation since

it does not contain the door angle. We need to augment

the state-space in order to represent the goal specification

directly. The natural choice is to add an additional variable

that represents the door angle itself. It turns out however that

it is sufficient to use an even more compact representation

of the door angle - using a single binary variable that we

call door interval. We explain the meaning of door interval

with an example.

Consider the door shown in Figure 2. For a given position

of the base of the robot, all collision-free positions for the

door belong to one of two intervals. One of these intervals

is always connected to the fully closed position of the door,

while the other interval is always connected to the fully open

position of the door. When the robot moves back and out of

the doorway, these two intervals overlap allowing the door to

move freely between the fully closed and fully open positions

(Figure 3). We label the interval connected to the fully

closed position of the door as the 0 interval and the interval

connected to the fully open door position as the 1 interval.

Thus, each state in the search space can now be represented

as (x, y, θ, d) where d = 0, 1 represents the interval that

the door is currently in. The goal of having the door fully

open can now be easily specified using the corresponding

interval that the door should be in. A fully closed door will

initially start off in the 0 interval. Once the door moves into

the 1 interval, it is connected to the fully open position.

While explicit representation of a state is always defined as

(x, y, θ, d), we have the ability to reconstruct the set of door

angles that are feasible given the pose of the robot. These

are all the door angles for which the door handle is within

the reach of the robot’s arm and for which the door collides

neither with environment nor with the robot. We denote this

set of door angles as Λ(s) for a state s = (x, y, θ, d). This

set can always be constructed online for a given state s.

This computation represents the most expensive part of our

Fig. 4. A 3D (x, y, θ) lattice with at most five forward actions for each
state and no backward actions. A full set of actions is shown for state s1.
For every state, this set of actions is translated and rotated appropriately,
and all actions are checked for collisions by checking the footprint of the
robot against the environment as the robot follows the action.

overall graph-search algorithm. Note however that this set

is always finite since we discretize the set of possible door

angles using a discretization of 1 degree.

We restrict our state-space to contain only those states

s for which the set Λ(s) is non-empty (in other words, for

which there exist at least one door angle in the corresponding

door interval whose handle is within the robot’s reach). Using

a binary variable to represent the door state reduces the

size of the search space for motion planning. In contrast, a

discretization of 1 degree would have resulted in 90 possible

door angle states to search over for a door that opens through

90 degrees.

We can now formally define the set of goal states that

need to be planned for. A state s is a goal state if it belongs

to interval 1 and if Λ(s) contains an angle that is closer than

a threshold δd from the fully open door angle. In practice,

we chose δd to be 5 degrees.

2) Transitions: In defining the transitions in between

states, we followed a lattice-based planning representa-

tion [19], [20]. Lattice-based representation is a discretization

of the configuration space into a set of states, and connections

between these states, where every connection represents a

(short-term) feasible path defined as a sequence of poses (see

Figure 4 for an example of a lattice). As such, lattices provide

a method for motion planning problems to be formulated as

graph searches. However, in contrast to many graph-based

representations (such as 4-connected or 8-connected grids),

the feasibility requirement of lattice connections guarantees

that any solutions found using a lattice will also be feasible.

This makes them very well suited to planning for non-

holonomic and highly-constrained robotic systems.

The PR2 robot is capable of rotating in place, moving

sideways and moving forwards and backwards while rotating.

We therefore included all of these actions as possible transi-
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tions used in the lattice. During the search (planning), these

actions are translated and rotated for each state encountered

by search, and the successors of the state are computed as

the corresponding end configurations of these actions. The

planner also checks all actions against collisions by checking

the footprint of the action (constructed from the footprint of

the robot) against the map of the environment.

Unlike in the usual lattice-based representation however,

our transitions also include the transitions for the door

interval d. We define these transitions as follows: a state s

contains a transition to any state s′ such that d(s) 6= d(s′) if

and only if Λ(s) ∩ Λ(s′) 6= ∅ and x, y, θ variables for states

s and s′ are the same. In other words, the transition between

s and s′ whose door intervals are different exists if and only

if the robot is out of the way of the door and can reach the

door handle (Figure 3).

Finally, a transition between any two states s and s′ whose

door intervals are the same exists if and only if this transition

corresponds to one of the actions in the lattice and for

each two subsequent poses of the robot along this action

the corresponding Λ intervals are overlapping. The latter

condition ensures that as the robot executes any action in

our lattice, it will be able to maintain its gripper on the door

handle.

B. Cost function

The cost used for the planner is a combination of a 2D

cost that represents the distance of the base to the nearest

obstacle and an arm configuration-based cost which tries to

place the arm in a comfortable position with respect to the

base.

1) 2D Costmap: In order to execute collision-free navi-

gation, the robot needs to be aware of the world around it.

However, it is computationally expensive to store and process

at reasonable speeds a detailed and high resolution represen-

tation of the entire world in 3D space. Thus, we choose to

essentially treat the navigation problem as a 2 dimensional

problem by projecting 3 dimensional information onto a 2

dimensional grid. This process is described in more detail

in [21]. The result of this process is a 2D costmap where the

cost represents the distance to the closest obstacle.

Since the robot will be moving around continuously during

navigation, it is important to project the sensor information

into a fixed coordinate frame. Since the door opening task is

localized to a small area, we choose to work in a local odo-

metric frame. Although odometry drifts over large distances,

the error accumulated due to odometry is very small for the

short distances that the robot has to travel in performing the

door opening task. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the costmap

while the robot is positioned in front of a door. During

planning, the footprint of any transition encountered by our

graph search while constructing the lattice is convolved with

the 2D costmap and the cost of the transition is computed.

2) Arm-based cost: The position of the robot base is

constrained by the requirement that the gripper remains on

the door handle throughout the door opening motion. This

constraint can also be interpreted as a requirement that the

Fig. 5. A typical 2D costmap for a robot in front of a door.

door handle should be within the reachable workspace of

the robot. In addition to the hard constraint, we also prefer

that the arm is able to reach the door handle comfortably,

i.e. the door handle should be well within the workspace of

the arm and not at the boundaries where joint limits may

limit the range of motion available to the arm. We enforce

this preference by imposing an additional cost based on the

position of the door handle in the shoulder frame of the arm

of the robot. The minimum cost is imposed when the door

handle is at a nominal distance from the shoulder. Greater

costs are imposed when the door handle is further away or

closer than this nominal distance. Thus, to compute the cost

of any transition, the planner first iterates over all the poses

that make up this transition, and for each pose p, iterates

over all the possible door angles in the set Λ(p) and picks

the angle with the minimum cost. The overall cost of the

transition is set to the cost associated with the pose p′ that

has the highest cost minimized over the angles in Λ(p′). This

forces the planner to prefer motions that keep the door handle

close to a nominal distance from the shoulder of the robot.

Note that we are imposing a soft constraint here, i.e. the door

handle need not be at a fixed distance from the shoulder but

can be at any position within comfortable reach of the end-

effector. This has the added benefit of reducing the risk of

collisions between the arm and the door since the door is

always kept a minimum distance away from the shoulder of

the robot.

C. Graph Search

Given a graph we defined above and a cost function

associated with each action, we need an efficient method

for searching it for a solution path. A* search is perhaps

one of the most popular methods for doing this [22]. It

utilizes a heuristic to focus the search towards the most

promising areas of the search space. While highly efficient,

A* aims to find an optimal path which may not be feasible

given time constraints and the dimensionality of the problem.

To cope with limited deliberation time, we use an anytime

variant of A* - Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) [1]. This

algorithm generates an initial, possibly suboptimal solution
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quickly and then concentrates on improving this solution

while deliberation time allows. The algorithm guarantees

completeness (for a given graph) and provides bounds on

the suboptimality of the solution at any point of time during

the search. Furthermore, this bound, denoted by ǫ, can be

controlled by a user. In all of our experiments, we set the

initial ǫ to 5.0 implying that the cost of the returned solution

can be no worse 5.0 times the cost of an optimal solution

(even though the optimal solution is not known). In addition,

practically in all of our experiments, ARA* was able to

decrease the bound on suboptimality to 1.0 within the time

we allocated for planning.

The heuristics estimate the amount by which the door still

needs to be opened before it is considered to be fully open.

That is, for any state s, let λ(s) represent the least cost door

angle corresponding to the position of the robot in that state.

Further, let λopen represent the fully open door angle. The

heuristic is then proportional to |λ(s) − λopen|.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The output from the planner is a path for the base of the

robot along with the interval that the door is expected to be

in for every position of the base in the path. To compute

the door position corresponding to every base position in

the path, we choose to use the least cost door angle for

that position. This represents a comfortable position where

the arm can easily reach the door handle without getting

close to joint limits. This information completely defines the

postion of the base and the door along every step in the path.

However, it is possible that the desired door opening angles

may stutter as the robot opens the door, i.e. there may be

several small back-forth motions of the door as it is opened.

This completely defines the trajectory of the two handles

on either side of the door which in turn describes the pose

of the end-effector for every position of the base in the

planned trajectory. Since the poses of the base and the handle

are completely known throughout the path, this implies

that a desired cartesian path for the end-effector can also

be computed easily. This desired path is passed through a

inverse kinematics solver to get a desired joint space path

for the arm. Since the robot arm is redundant, the inverse

kinematics solver requires an initial guess for one of the joint

angles. It then computes an analytical solution for the other

6 degrees of freedom by discretizing and searching over the

entire reachable space for this specified joint.

The solution for a waypoint in the path is used to seed

the search for the next waypoint. It is possible that the

inverse kinematics solution may exhibit divergence, i.e. two

consecutive solutions along the desired trajectory may be far

apart. However, in practice, restricting the door handle to

be within a comfortable reach of the shoulder of the robot

implies that the arm always has access to a large part of the

workspace throughout its motion. This minimizes the risk of

divergent inverse kinematics solutions.

We now describe in detail the process of executing the

paths generated by the planner on both the arm and the base

of the robot to get the required coordinated motion necessary

for opening the door.

A. Trajectory Generation

The path returned by the planner is time-parameterized

before being passed onto the controllers. A crucial goal of

this trajectory generation step is to create a smooth motion of

the door and robot’s base and arm. The trajectory generation

only applies smoothing in the velocity space, the desired

path of the robot remains unchanged. This process restricts

the velocities of the robot’s joints to ensure safe execution of

the door-opening task. The input to the trajectory generation

process is the path for the base generated by the planner and

the door path computed from this information. The output

of the trajectory generation module is a time parameterized

trajectory of base and door positions that is passed to a lower-

level trajectory controller.

B. Control

The output from the trajectory generation process is a

time-parameterized trajectory that specifies positions, ve-

locities for the base of the robot, the door and the arm.

Separate controllers drive the base and the arm along the path

specified by the planning system. The low-level base and arm

controllers operate inside a dedicated realtime framework

where controllers run at a 1KHz frequency. This allows the

trajectory controllers to execute tightly coordinated motions

plans for both the base and arm of the robot.

C. Arm planning

As mentioned in Section III, the arm may collide with

the door while pulling the door back. This case is easily

detectable by performing a simple collision check on the

arm of the robot as it opens the door. If a point in the path

corresponds to a base position where the arm cannot grasp

the handle without coming into contact with the door, the

path is pruned beyond that point. The system then creates a

motion plan to move the gripper off the handle on one side

of the door with the goal of grasping the handle on the other

side of the door. This arm planning was implemented using

a sampling based motion planning approach [23]. Once the

robot grasps the handle on the other side of the door, it uses

the door opening planner to create the motion plan required

to finish the door opening task. In most cases, this last action

involves only a small motion of the door where the robot

uses its arm to push the door open while keeping the base

stationary.

It is possible that there may be no solution to allow the arm

to regrasp the handle on the other side of the door without

moving the base. We do not handle this situation for now

and aim to address it in the future by using a base navigation

planner to move the robot to a position where it can reach the

handle on the other side and finish the door opening motion.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The door planner was implemented on the PR2 mobile

manipulation robot. It was tested on both kinds of door
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Fig. 6. Pulling doors open.

opening tasks: pulling and pushing doors open. The tests

were setup with the robot placed in front of a candidate door.

A rough estimate of the door model was provided to the robot

which it then refined by detecting the door and handle using

its laser scanner. The robot then moved towards the door and

used its arm to open it slightly. The door planning system

then planned a path for the base to open the door. The plan

was then filtered and executed using trajectory controllers

for the base and the arm.

Multiple runs were carried out for door opening using

pulling and pushing. Snapshots of the PR2 pulling open

a door are presented in Figure 6 while those of the robot

pushing a door open are presented in Figure 7. In 5 different

runs, the planner was able to consistently push open doors

to different rooms. In addition, in 5 different trials, it was

able to successfully pull open the door in a single room.1

Planning times and the number of nodes expanded for

different runs are listed in Table I and Table II. Pulling

doors takes on average less time to plan for than pushing

doors open. The robot is essentially moving through open

space while pulling doors open but is going through a narrow

1The door detection algorithm used for the experiments uses 3D geomet-
ric information to detect doors by looking for planar regions that match a
model of the door. This required door planes to be offset from the walls
around them. The detector was able to detect only one door reliably when
the robot was inside a room and needed to pull on the door to open it.
However, door detection is not the primary focus of this work and more
detailed experiments with different doors will be performed in the future
once the door detection algorithm is updated to detect different types of
doors.

Fig. 7. Pushing doors open.

Planning
Time
until First
Soln. (s)
(ǫ =5.0)

Solution
Cost of
First Soln.
(ǫ =5.0)

Planning
Time
until Final
Soln. (s)
(ǫ =1.0)

Number of
Expands
until Final
Soln.
(ǫ =1.0)

Solution
Cost of
Final
Soln.
(ǫ =1.0)

5.18 517,659 29.59 2,303 517,659

3.36 542,036 34.51 2,706 540,083

4.22 574,174 25.90 2,024 518,604

3.61 571,961 28.62 2,216 543,418

TABLE I

PLANNING TIMES FOR PUSHING DOORS OPEN. LEFT TWO COLUMNS ARE

FOR GETTING A FIRST SOLUTION, AND RIGHT THREE COLUMNS ARE FOR

GETTING A FINAL SOLUTION.

doorway when pushing doors open. The planned trajectory

for pushing doors open contains states that are close to the

door and the door frame. These states have higher costs

because of their proximity to obstacles. Finding an optimal

plan requires the planner to expand a lot of states with higher

costs when pushing doors open as compared to pulling doors

open and this makes plan computation much more expensive.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel graph-based

representation for the problem of planning to open doors.

We have successfully demonstrated our approach on the PR2

mobile manipulation platform with the ability to consistently

open doors both by pushing and pulling. We showed that

our compact graph-based representation of the problem can

be used to dramatically improve the efficiency of planning

for the originally high-dimensional constrained task. Our

approach allowed us to avoid collisions in between the

base of the robot and the environment while carrying out

this constrained task. In addition, we were able to use a

coordinated motion of our base and arms to generate smooth

motions for opening doors.

We believe that the use of a compact representation will
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Planning
Time
until First
Soln. (s)
(ǫ =5.0)

Solution
Cost of
First Soln.
(ǫ =5.0)

Planning
Time
until Final
Soln. (s)
(ǫ =1.0)

Number of
Expands
until Final
Soln.
(ǫ =1.0)

Solution
Cost of
Final
Soln.
(ǫ =1.0)

2.43 366,711 6.77 626 256,914

2.15 233,445 3.95 633 233,445

0.56 180,076 0.87 95 180,076

0.11 224,870 0.25 16 103,011

0.20 126,036 0.27 27 126,036

0.24 138,264 0.37 33 138,264

0.20 125,728 0.33 16 125,728

TABLE II

PLANNING TIMES FOR PULLING DOORS OPEN.

allow this approach to be applicable to other robotic systems

as well. We have made only simple assumptions about the

geometry of the manipulator on the mobile platform in

developing our approach. Our approach does require good

sensor coverage around the robot to detect all possible

obstacles before the door opening is initiated. In addition, as

the robot executes the motion, it has limited sensor coverage

of the area behind it and may hit dynamic obstacles. We

aim to use an additional stereo camera mounted on the head

to provide sensor coverage behind the robot. Our system

also does not handle errors that may arise while opening

the door, e.g. a person holding the door closed. Further, we

ignore the dynamics of the door itself. This may lead to

situations where the door keeps swinging after being partly

opened and hits the base. We aim to address this in the future

by exploring more compliant controllers and implementing

reactive collision avoidance for the base of the robot.

In the future, we aim to extend our approach to opening

and closing more complex doors and movable parts of a

domestic environment including fridge doors, spring-loaded

doors, kitchen drawers and cabinet doors. Opening spring-

loaded doors in particular may require the development of

a more complicated planning framework that allows the

robot to switch between the two arms and use one to prop

the door open. We also aim to incorporate search-based

motion planning into other parts of the door opening system

including the part that grasps the handle. Finally, we would

like to make use of incremental graph search techniques to

be able to react quickly to the presence of humans in the

workspace of the robot arm.
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